Animal Testimonials (updated 6-12-12)
(These testimonials are not endorsed by Nikken. They are from people like you and me. We make NO MEDICAL CLAIMS -- and we do
not claim to heal or cure)

From: kjsalvato@att.net
How the Nikken Travel Quilt - saves Pigs!!! Having used the Nikken travel Quilt for my horses I decided to try and rescue my cute little
potbellied pig (well, he was cute, still is, but no longer little - now well over 70 pounds). It was raining for 24 hours and it was very cold.
So I let Chance (yes that's his name)! in the house this morning. I put an old normal blanket on him. He oinked and expressed discomfort
by whining very loudly and pacing the living room. If you know pigs you know it is like having a mobile 70 pound baby. He was still
cold and uncomfortable. Finally I put the Nikken travel blanket on him. He just stood there with the blanket on him. Then 2 minutes later,
he lay down in the middle of the living room with the blanket on him and stayed there for more than 3 hours - calm and happy! Thank
goodness it is washable. Obviously the amazing FIR works on all mammals!
Kelly Salvato
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: RadioLady9@aol.com
My 13 year old cat was relegated to our damp, dank basement for two years due to her problem with fecal and urinary incontinence. The
vet had nothing to offer in the way of a cure after trying many rounds of pednizone, etc. except the possibility of removing a kidney to
which I would never have agreed. I would have put her to sleep to have saved her from that ordeal. When I became a Nikken distributor,
I decided to wrap my back flex in a soft cloth and lay it on top of her bedding to see if anything would happen. I didn't own a pet pad at
that time. Was I ever amazed when I realized about two weeks later that her stools and urine were no longer bloody! Very cautiously, I
let her out of the basement but watched her like a hawk so she wouldn't soil the rugs and furniture. It finally dawned on me that Nikken
had once again facilitated a miracle before my eyes! Rascal is now running around the house like a young kitten with no restrictions on
her whereabouts, and she has more energy and a sweeter disposition than she ever had before! I thank God every day for the blessing of
Nikken and the wondrous results these products provide.
Sallye Wentz
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: estons@cox-internet.com
I have two Yorkies: Sherlock and Watson. From the same litter. VERY different. Watson guards the good bowl and is fat. No two
ways about it. He has always had trouble making it around the block on walks. We laughed, saying it was his excess poundage.
However, once I became involved with Nikken and noticed how much better I am breathing and how much more I can exercise, I realized
that might be Watson's problem. So I put one of the gold chains around his neck and, sure enough, he made it around the block and did
not need an hour to recover. The head band works as well and is cheaper and so I think I will take my chain back and give him the
headband. Every now and then these guys get something that makes them itch and scratch and itch and scratch. The Jade Greenzymes
helps get rid of it. I mix it in ice cream or cottage cheese for them. And they love sleeping on the pet pad!
Ruth Singletary
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: usafr@mc2k.com
Reid Nelson mentioned this about firecrackers, so we tried a variation. My dog is extremely frightened when the thunder comes, and she
can hear the thunder well before we can. She crawls in the bed, and wants our attention immediately. I took a head band from "Magbags",
and inserted two mini magnets in the built in pockets. I placed the head band around her neck like a dog collar. Within two minutes she
calmed down. In about two more minutes, and she was down from the bed, and asleep on the floor. Thank you Reid, for this tip, but my
wife said "her" magnetic necklace would not be shared with a dog". Besides, this is a good way to use up current inventory of "old style"
mini magnets while selling the new EQL mini's to prospects. We now have made a doggie bandanna with pockets in it, and two magnets
in the pockets. I recommend you give your pets this attention, and when you have a product experience, send a letter to every veterinarian
in town, and try to get an appointment to talk with them for 10 minutes at the close of the day. Most have a posted closing time, and many
people come a bit late to pick up their pets, the vet and the staff are there and are not busy. They may be willing to talk. Ask if they will

refer you to animal owners with nervous pets, or ask if you can sign the vet up, and get them to "prescribe" this magnetic collar to their
clients.
Dan and Ann Sullivan
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: tcwernsm@5pillars.net
I want to tell you all about what happened to my Moms dog, Ginger. It started awhile back in time. Ginger started limping and as time
went by she got worse and she started hopping on three legs. One day she just could not get herself off the floor to go relieve herself. She
had to be carried out side and from there struggled like a very old dog just to answer natures call. That is a summary of the story, but lets
let my mom tell the story, she is better at it.
"Ginger was born on 5-24-94. She loved to run and play and was full of energy. Early 1998 Ginger started limping. I thought she had
stepped on a stone. It looked like she was getting better as she started to walk on her left hind leg again, but it did not last. She started
limping on it again and then she just carried it off the ground and walked on three legs. I decided to go down to the Veterinary Hospital
and get her an X Ray of the leg, as she just kept getting worse and I could tell that was hurting her. It got to be such a job for her to walk
that it made her pant. So, on October 1, 1998 Ginger had her X-ray and it was found out that she was starting to have a hip problem and
would have some discomfort in her joints with swelling. In the meantime I had stopped giving the other medication that I gave for three or
four years for the allergy and her other ailments and started using Cartiflex tablets for her joints on 10-3-98. Then on March 26, 1999 I
took her to the doctor. She was still limping and the doctor said something about hip replacements or surgery, which would make it easier
for her to walk and not be in such agony. I got a run down on that cost and decided that would be the last choice. I knew she had started
hurting more, so the doctor put her on carprofen to ease the discomfort . In October 1999 Ginger had to by carried outside so she could go
potty. She was not moving now, only when nature called. Also Ginger had problems with her left front leg, as well as the back leg.
I heard about the magnet pad for dogs from a Veterinarian so I purchased one for Ginger. Ginger loved her pad, but I had gotten the
smaller pad instead of the large one. I was always having to rearrange her on it, she would stretch out and half of her would be off the pad,
so I got another magnet pad almost two and a half times bigger and she seemed to like this pad a lot better.
Ginger gets up by herself now, when she wants to, not hurting as bad. She has gone back to her old habits of patrolling her place, keeping
it safe for me, chasing the UPS truck, going out to the mail box and getting her cookie when the mail man comes. If she keeps this up
neither one of us can complain. We carry the pad out to the drive way, put it in the car when we go for a drive and under the table when
we eat so that she can keep the floor vacuumed. What else can I say. Who knows what is doing what. All I can say is, "everything's going
our way!!!"
Mom & Ginger
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: magnut@sprintmail.com
I had this delightful story emailed to me. I just wanted to tell you about my calf story. It is so amazing! I wish I would have video taped
the whole thing. My husband came home a few weeks ago and told me that some friends of his had a 15 day old calf that couldn't walk. I
asked him if they would let us try magnets on him. They said they didn't care and would try anything to save him. We went over to their
farm and this poor calf had to be carried over to me. It could not get up on its own. His front knee joints were huge and he had something
wrong with his right hind leg. We took 4 mini's and a credit card magnet, cut the foot off of old socks and pulled them up over the 2 front
legs and tried to get a sock as high up on the hind leg as we could. We then duck taped the socks together with the magnets inside. We
rubbed the magboys over his legs and then all over him. By the time we left, he was standing and had walked about 15 feet. We went over
the next day and watched him. He was so pitiful looking trying to get up, but he was getting up on his own. I didn't know if we were
doing him a favor or just prolonging the inevitable. To make a long story short...they only kept the magnets on him for 6 days because
they were afraid of losing the magnets in the field. He started getting up and walking on his own. We went to visit him this past Saturday
and he has been turned out in the field with all the other cows. He is running like all the rest. His knee joints still look big, but do not
seem to be bothering him. As a result of this, one of the brothers has signed up and the other brother is coming over this weekend to sign
up. I didn't have to tell them anything about the magnets. They said they saw it work on their calf and they know this can't be in the calf's
imagination.
We also had an accident 2 1/2 weeks ago with our cocker spaniel. She was hit by a small truck and broke her back leg. We took her to the
vet and have 2 minis wrapped up in her splint and she is now the proud owner of my small pet pad. I don't think I will ever be able to get
it back!! She started walking on the leg 2 days after the surgery to realign the joint. They say she is doing very well. If anyone has any
questions they can e-mail me at home.
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: suesolo@email.msn.com
I have an older dog who will be 17 next month, with severe joint discomfort, especially in his hind quarters. He takes our joint formula,
and it seems to help him. Also, up until 2 weeks ago, when my younger dog attacked him and severely injured one of his good front legs,
he was still able to jump up on the bed to sleep on my magnetic mattress pad. Now that he is injured, he sleeps on the Pet Pad, which is

right beside the bed. Prior to this, he hardly ever went to the Pet Pad, because he preferred my mattress pad! In fact, it has been
interesting to watch his recuperation. Sometimes I will find him sleeping with just his injured leg resting on the pad; other times his back
end with the joint problems will be on the pad, and when he is feeling bad all over, he lays on it with his whole body on the pad. When
the injury first occurred, it became infected and swollen all the way down to his foot. (His poor little paw looked like a ping pong ball.)
After trying to ice it for a day and a half, I decided to try a far-infrared wrist wrap on his leg. The next morning, the wrap had fallen off,
(I didn't tape it very tightly because he hurt so badly) but the swelling seemed to be lessened somewhat.
Sue Solo
----------------------------------------------------From: skwolter@unidial.com
I was talking to a lady the other day who said her 8 year old dog was having seizures and she was given the gold necklace to let him wear
and his seizures stopped. Now she has cut up mini pieces to wear in his collar and he is doing fine. She had been told by the vet there
wasn't anything more they could do for this dog. Thanks heavens for magnets!!
Sandra K Wolter
------------------------------------------------------From: BEHGardner@aol.com
I am a retired Veterinarian and I have a Border Collie that is about 15yrs old. She suffers from a back problem (as well as being very
old). She sleeps on the pet pad. When she started I thought that there was really no difference. But when I took the pad away so I could
wash the cover, I got busy and didn't give it back to her for a couple of days. I noticed she could hardly walk to the door to go out. So
now I make sure she doesn't have to go more than a few hours without her pet pad. She is very energetic and happy.
Bridget
------------------------------------------------------From: kjsm12@zdnetonebox.com
I have sold pet pads to people for various reasons. One woman bought one because her dog had hip dysplasia and had suffered with pain
for about a year. The first night on the borrowed pad, the dog rolled over and slept on her bad hip. Within 3 days, the dog was sitting
sphinx-style, something she had not done in a year. This is a show dog and the owner was ecstatic. She doesn't understand it, but she is
convinced it works. She also saw on a show on Animal Planet an interview with a veterinarian who had a Nikken pet pad on prominent
display during the interview.
I had a guy buy 2 pet pads today...one because with it his dog sleeps through the night. Without it, the dog doesn't sleep and neither does
he. He bought 2 because his other dog was jealous that the first dog got something new.
Katrina Collins
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: hether@northlink.com
When we received our products in Sept. of 1998, our little black cat was 20 years old. She only weighed 8 lbs and was dragging her hip (I
guessed it was arthritis). I did not think she was going to make it through the winter. She has always slept on our bed and after 2 weeks of
sleeping on our new Kenkopad, she stopped dragging her hip. As she continued to improve, I bought her a pet pad which she now sleeps
on during the day. I also give her magboy "rollouts" and spin them around her body, especially her hips. If I do this too late in the day
though she is up wanting to play all night! Ha. She is very healthy and now approaching 22. WOW!!
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: BobaLou@wynman.com
I'm a trigger point therapist for horses & dogs (myofascial therapy) and use the "boys" all the time with my horse and dog clients. The key
is introducing them SLOWLY to the horse...first let him sniff them. Then stand to his side and SLOWLY spin ONE ball, then the two
together. Then run your hand down his neck SLOWLY a few times and then alternate hand and Magboy (in other hand). After that –
should be no problem.
With dogs, I have them sniff too...then have owner spin the boys over the effected area (usually hips or low back) while I work on head
and neck and shoulders. Within 5 min. the dog is usually relaxed enough to address the boys directly to their fur. Hope this helps.
Sue Olmos, TPM
---------------------------------------------------------From: magnets@ctc.net
Dr. Jane Barber has about 12 degrees, one of which is in animal behavior. Dr. Jane has used the PetPad in her practice and the owners
have reported marked changes in the animals behavior. Most of the PetPads Dr. Jane has used have been on dogs with some sort of

discomfort problem, but she has also seen the benefits of mood elevation in the animals. Give Dr. Jane a call if you would like. Contact
me first however, if you would like to get in touch with Dr. Jane.
Phillip Poe
------------------------------------------------------From: nrgenterprises@5pillars.com
I own a 19 year old diabetic cat. My cat's glucose level for the longest time was over 500. One day I finally had the idea of wrapping the
sleep mask around him. The effect of doing this with the Nikken sleep mask brought my cat's glucose level down to130 for the first time
in two years! In addition, he looks much healthier, was walking better and eating a whole lot less!
I love my cat. I have since ordered a magnetic jacket for my cat, as well as ordering one for my dog. These products help people but
more importantly the help animals as well.
Jim Whelan
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: timnrose@5pillars.net
This came from a friend of ours, Judy Leaman. What a heart-warming story!
Rose
Wednesday, Sept. 27th, 2000:
It was really Chelsea, our yellow lab that got me into Nikken. She had lived a full, very active life while we were on the farm and played
very hard! We could see, even early on, that after vigorous play she was stiff and uncomfortable, but it wasn't until she was 8 years old
that things got so serious that we actually considered having her put to sleep. We put her on a borrowed Nikken car seat, and in 3 days
she was as good as she had been in years. She remained lively, flexible and (without discomfort) until last week, which is 2 years later.
She began whining and whimpering and could hardly get around.
She apparently had a new injury or had re-injured an old one. She would not stay on her pet pad (It has been my experience that when I
super-stress my wrist and put on the elastomag, that my discomfort greatly increases for up to several hours, so I assume the pet pad made
her hurt more, but I couldn't convince her that she'd feel much better soon!) The only new thing I could think of to do was to give her
Joint.
If I hadn't seen it with my own eyes, I would never have believed the difference I saw in 3 days! She was still a little stiff but was even
able to go up and down stairs without discomfort. I then took her to the chiropractor, which completed the process. Her strides
lengthened, and she started hopping around, as she usually does, with renewed energy. I'm taking a longer look at Joint. I think we have
something here that will benefit almost everyone at some time in her life. I'm singing Dave Johnson's song---"I am excited...."!!!
Friday, Sept. 29th:
3 days later.....She's even better than ever! I have continued with a full adult dose of Joint, twice a day. She's back on her pet pad, and the
whole family is joyful! It's amazing how our animals work their way into our hearts! J-L
Tim & Rose Blumenstein
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: dioh@lakefield.net
I have Smooth Fox Terries dog that I breed. In August my bitch had a litter. It was her first litter so I decided I would try the pet pad as
long as I could. When she soiled the pad I just couldn't take it away from her, so I took the cover off and put the magnets under her box.
She had her four pups that way and each was doing fine. I had the pad under her box for weeks until the pups got out of the box and
found the pad sticking out and laid on that. The box kept getting pushed over so they had more pad to lay on, so I put the pad back in the
box. I still don't have the cover on it, but have a pillowcase on it that I can change if it become soiled. They are very healthy pups, which
they could be otherwise but I think they are more relaxed.
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: cdavis@innova.net
I have been using Joint on our German Shepherd, Misty, for probably about 6 months now. She is a small Shepherd, about 45 pounds and
is 11 1/2 years old. I give her 2 joint/day. The Pet Pad is excellent. She chooses to sleep on it at times. But even though her hip
problems are still there, she can move much easier and is eager to get out every morning and go get the paper (that is HER job for the
day)! Several years ago, she had a close call with lightening and is a "basket case" when it storms--shaking, whimpering, scared to death.
I have found that putting my necklace around her neck calmed her. I then put 3-4 minis wrapped in a kerchief and tied that around her
neck. That also worked well and she will come and "ask" for it during those times. Animals know what works. Hope this helps.
Lucinda

-------------------------------------------------------------------From: concept3@jps.net
I have been giving my 65 lb. dog one joint per day and have seen wonderful results! She had knee surgery on her right knee, then a year
later blew out her left knee. No surgery on the left. She's been on the pet bed for about two years. I would say the pet bed helped her to
about 75-80% and the addition of the joint compound has her at about 95-98%. She runs hard with my horse, and now out skiing with
us..... Don't be afraid about giving one to a smaller dog, as a very large dose can be tolerated. Some people are taking upwards of 12 per
day.....it is a natural substance found in the body and has no toxic qualities, even in large amounts.
Deanne Del Vecchio
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: Winer40@aol.com
I have an older Golden Retriever mix that I have been giving 1 Joint capsule per day. We are seeing some good results. In hearing Dr.
Cochran speak a couple of times, he said that the formulas were set up for the "average" person with a weight of about 180 lbs. The Joint
is not toxic and a person can take up to 6 or more per day, at least to jump start the process. People are to take on an empty stomach or 3
hours after the last meal, that is too much trouble so I just include the capsule with her food. He also said that a person could get up to
15% better results from the Joint when combined with the Liver supplement.
Thom Noller
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: nikkensiebert@netscape.net
Friends of ours have a daschund named Spencer who was having severe back problems near his hind legs. The dog could not jump on the
owner's bed (where he slept at night) or go up and down stairs. He yelped when picked up and didn't have much of an appetite. The
owners put Spencer on the pet pad and attached a super-mini to his lower back. Within hours Spencer was doing much better, and was
running around like his regular self in a few days. Since the pet pad won't fit in Spencer's dog bed, they made a tunnel with the pet pad
(magnets towards the dog) over the bed. Since Spencer loves to burrow under the covers, the pet pad makes a nice "tent-like" addition to
his bed.
Becky
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: breezyway@att.net
I am a dog groomer (ex art teacher). One of my customers came in 6 weeks ago with a little Maltese. The poor little fellow had developed
severe back problems. X-rays had been taken by the veterinarian and it was found that he had disk problems. The vet told the owners that
the only thing that would help would be surgery. Since the dog is older they decided not to have surgery done. The owner told me the dog
was dragging his hind legs and he couldn't even stand to lift his leg to pee. It was not easy grooming a dog in this condition, but I
managed. When I finished I decided to use the magboys on him for 15 minutes. When finished I took the poor thing out to relieve himself.
To my surprise he was walking quite well, and was able to lift his leg to pee! I told the owners, when they returned, of his improvement.
They were very surprised. I suggested they take the pet pad, I had recently purchased, home. They agreed. When they came in 6 weeks
later they were thrilled with the results. The little dog that had been dragging his back legs weeks ago, was now running around playing
and jumping up and down off of their couch. They bought the pet pad and have agreed to attend the next Wellness Preview to tell their
story.
Jan
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: CErnesti@aol.com
I cut the toe and elastic off the woman's sport sox. I have a small Maltese that is prone to urinary problems, when I see we are heading for
problems, I slip her back feet and tail threw the sock and she wears it around her middle. The urinary problems dissolve and she becomes
a different dog when she wears her sock! It works!
Colleen Ernesti
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: Luvmagnets@aol.com
My Yorkie has asthma and was having frequent wheezing and spasing. I taped a kenkocard to his harness and it sits on his chest. He had
been having several attacks a day for about 3 days. Since taping the card, he has not had one attack and it has been 6 days.
Denise Falkner
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: afinley@webound.com

Our quarter horse, who participates in cutting, was experiencing soreness in his hocks. He had been seeing an equine chiropractor until
we used the elastomag knee wraps on his hocks. We immediately saw a considerable difference in his performance. Our horse trainer
neglected to put on the elastomag knee wraps one night, and our horse was visibly uncomfortable the following day. He's now wearing
the mesh magnetic horse blanket. We also spin the magboys on each side of his spine before performances.
Shelly Finley, Almartha MO
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: demigod@wcvt.com
Well, we got home Wednesday night, about 11:00 and I had three frantic phone messages from a friend that I helped out with some
magsteps. Instead of wanting more product for him, he told me his cow had just calved and in the process he thought the cow had
damaged a nerve in her shoulder and could not get up. He was very worried. The cow had been down for 5 days and if you don't know,
once a cow goes down and can't get up they lose their will to try and die within a short period of time. As of last Monday the Vet told
Butch he could do no more for the cow. She was also pretty banged up from trying very hard to stand.
Well, I went over and Butch said "I want one of those horse blankets to put on the cow, the magsteps helped me, I believe in this stuff, so
why wouldn't it help the cow." "The blankets are not cheap, $650.00, but the cow is worth more than $1,000." He felt if it worked, he
would still be ahead.
He put the blanket on the cow Friday at 2:00. By Saturday the cow had gotten up once and was milked. By Sunday, Butch called me all
excited and said she wanted to go back to the barn, but was pretty banged up so he was going to keep her quiet. Monday at 3:00 he is
suppose to bring her back to the barn. I know I am jumping the gun, but I truly believe that cow is going to make it.
Butch is so excited he can't believe it. He said "in my 20 years as a farmer I have never seen a cow get up after being down for over a
week. You are scaring me! I love it! What an incredible product. "
Robert Demic
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: Wilmaryw@aol.com
I have to share our dog story: She's 14+ and having big problems w/ her hips. When the weather got cold this Dec. she started
HOBBLING and could not even get back up the basement steps after going out back to potty. We started having to carry her up. She'd
stand there at the bottom of the steps w/ those big sad brown eyes staring at you... She has had a pet pad, and has slept on it off and on but
has always kind of moved around our room at night, on the rug, on the bare wood floor, back to the pet pad, etc. I started giving her 2
Joint caps at night (plus a dog treat). After 2 weeks or so, she began coming up the stairs on her own - slowly, but she still limped quite a
bit. I increased the Joint to 3 at bedtime. After about 3 days, her limping disappeared and now she seems to go up and down the stairs with
ease! Everyone who saw her in obvious discomfort is amazed. Something else to note: all of the sudden, in the last few weeks, she has
started sleeping on the pet pad almost all the time! I've even found her on it during the day when we aren't in the back of the house. That
never happened before. She has always stayed up front where the "action" is during the day.....very interesting! (maybe the
COMBINATION of the magnets. And the JOINT works so well that even old doggies figure it out?!) ....or maybe it's just the placebo
effect :) :)
Mary and Brian Williamson
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: dsfinke@home.com
I have found that our dog definitely prefers the magnetic pad to. We have put her on the king seat which she likes. She loves her soft
Nikken pillow and will curl nearly her whole body up on that. Dogs definitely prefer magnetic pads to other beds, but they too have their
preferences as to which ones are best. Our Megan loves the Magboy by the way and will allow that treatment by the hour. She is drinking
PiMag water like it is going out of stile. Her coat has improved with the water.
Sincerely, Denny & Sherry Finke
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: eqmagnetix@aol.com
I've attended a couple wellness previews and have done several demos with horses. One great demo is done with the foreleg and the
magboys. Lift the foreleg forward and up (or better yet, have the skeptical owner lift it) and measure how far the horse can bring their leg
up. Then take the magboys and go over the horse's shoulder for 5 minutes or so, then do the same thing. I've seen differences of as much
as over a foot of more flexibility upward. My suggestion would be to pick a horse that does not already have high knee action
(saddlebreds are a tough one... they are already very flexible). Perhaps QH's, TB's, Arabs, etc.

You can also do flexibility tests with the neck. You need to have the horse against a wall or something so he doesn't shift his body
around, but you can temp the horse to reach his head around to his side with a carrot, then do the same thing again after using the
magboys on his neck. Sometimes the horse will practically lay their necks flat against their bodies to reach it.
You can also demonstrate on a horse that is sensitive to brushes and hates being groomed by using the magboys. Unless the horse just
plain has it in for you, you should be able to brush the horse with regular grooming tools (ears pinned back, tail swishing, stomping, etc.),
then show how much the horse loves being groomed with the magboys. They usually start drooling, chewing, leaning into you, etc. I
wouldn't try the magcreator with those types though. For some reason some of them are still a little sensitive to it.
For some horse testimonials, I have a web page I put them on: www.equinemagnetics.bizland.com/page5.chtml
Jani - WA state
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: mart@idirect.com
I have two cats loving the mattress and I have to push them off my seat each day when I come home. My 9yr old cat was NOT friendly at
all and no one knew I had a second cat because she always hid when anyone came over. She would not let me brush her or even pet her.
Over a few months I started to see a change in her attitude and people started to say "Oh you have two cats, I never knew." She seems
happier and more at ease. She would fight with Deece a lot and run and jump when a came close. But now she is like another cat. My
other cat, is 15yrs old, has stiff hind legs and could not jump up on the sofa and when I picked her up she would cry....I started giving her
Joint/CM ever second day and I have seen a big difference. She has a thyroid problem and has to take three pills a day and when I don't
give her the meds she is real sick.(throws up) I have cut back on her meds a little and she is just fine, but I have not been back to the vet to
see if her levels are fine too. She also sleeps on the mattress and chair when Smokey lets her. They both love the Pimag water. They go
only to the Pimag bowl and not to the tap water now.
My gerbils have half a sleep system - haah - they sleep over the small cut pieces of the magsteps. At the beginning, I moved the pieces
around to see if they would move with them and they did, until finally I put it right in the middle of their tank (glass) and they even made
their nest right in the middle of the tank. (gerbils prefer corners for their house) They have Pimag water in their tank too and they seem to
be a little more active and friendly, they come when I call them, they didn't before... (smarter??????)
Don't know. :)
My last pet story is my nieces horses she has 11 of them. When she goes out to the field to rub one of them with the magboy (stomach
problems) they all come running even when she hides it......go figure. They push each other to get close to the magboy. She would love a
blanket not enough money. One of the vets in her area is involved with Nikken too. Uses the products on goats, cows and horse of course.
Take care all. Sorry another long one.
Martha Cranley
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: ificanucannikken@aol.com
My daughter has a poodle that she has had for 16 years (human years). It is blind in one eye and had a cataract covering the other eye;
also the dog never responded when we called her(assumed she was deaf also). Since on the pet pad (DEC 26th).....the cataract is gone!!!
The dog is no longer walking into walls and is much perkier for an old dog!! This is soooooooo awesome!!! We don’t know exactly how
good the dogs vision is, we just know that she can see.....doesn’t walk into walls, follows toys when we zig zag them!! The dog also lifts
her head when we try to sneak bye her....she never did that before either!!
We are all sooooo happy!!
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: jzoromski@tznet.com
We produce cow collars that you put the Super Mini magnets in and have seen incredible benefits for them. I’ve been doing it for 4 years:
2,000 or so cattle using collars in California
4,000 or so cattle using collars in New York
A couple hundred in Washington
A couple hundred in Colorado
A couple hundred in Vermont
A couple hundred in Michigan
A couple hundred in Florida
A couple hundred in Texas
A couple hundred in Wisconsin
And other places across the country
Some Known Benefits That We’ve Seen:

-

Cows are giving 3 more pounds of milk per day
Collars work as prevention so cows aren’t getting mystitis. A common thing for farmers is to spend $550 a month in vet bills and
medication to treat mystitis. And there is now a new strain that can’t be fixed.
Vet bills of $1500 to $1800 a month are going down to $600 to $647 a month
You don’t have to get a vet to see if they’re in heat – you know when they’re in heat
BGH (bovine growth hormone) has a lot of drawbacks. Cows don’t breed back and are becoming immune to it and getting
infections. The collars are making it work more efficiently.
When flushing for eggs, you would usually find only two and one may be fertile. With the collars they are finding 15 eggs with
98% being fertile.
Senate Document #264 showed how the soil is depleted of minerals back in 1936. This creates insoluble protein……??
Drugs are being given to cows that have side effects. With collars drugs aren’t needed like before.

Jim & Rosanne Zoromski from Wisconsin 715-676-2781
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: bates2@airmail.net
I have neat product story for you from Sharon and Dwight Rosenbaum that have a 12 year old poodle. Last night, I noticed it was
walking on 2 hind legs and one front leg. I asked why? Sharon said, "Oh, I've been so busy, I forgot to give her the daily Nikken JOINT
nutritional. So... I watched and took this photo for you...
Sharon pin pricked a JOINT capsule and squeezed the yellow paste on her finger and the dog,
wagging her tail vigorously, licked Sharon's finger clean. She LOVED it. Almost like she
know it was good for her.
They've had the dog from 6 weeks old. She was always been "stand-offish" and not one to be
friendly or want to be petted and loved, like normal dogs. They hot glued some Magstep
fragments to the inside of her collar and it changed "her personality." She's now very friendly
like a normal dog that loves people. She also sleeps on an Elastomag Thigh Wrap under a
towel in the day time and on their King Size bed, which she shares with Sharon and Dwight.
They also said they've had no more ticks or even fleas since adding the magnetic fragments
inside her collar. Even the groomer notices the difference. Placebo affect.... I don't think so,
do you? Ha.
Leon
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: jvledet@yahoo.com
I bathed my Yorkie in PiMag shower water last night; here is our story:
I ran a bath in the bath tub from the PiMag shower filter for my Yorkie dog last night and soaked her in that water (no oils, no epson salt
just PiMag) - could tell she felt better and hurt less afterwards (she has back and neck injuries and connective tissue problems). The other
amazing thing was when I put her in the tub she had lots of tight knots or tangles in her hair (long hair and very thick hair on this Yorkie)the kind I would just cut out rather than make her suffer the consequences of trying to unknot them - I used the same shampoo as usual
and no cream rinse of any kind (as usual) - absolute only thing different was the Pimag water - and after that bath she had no knots or
tangles in her fur! None! I looked at her legs that had been full of tangles and they were not there! I blow-dried her and have used no
brush nor comb on her and her fur is super shiny and super soft - and no tangles still today! I am really excited!
Joy Ledet
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: mlbentley@unidial.com
My name is Lynette Bentley and I'm a WC in Nikken and I have a business called "Circle of Life Pet Products". I'm an animal health
specialist where I work with body/mind/spirit through a holistic approach. I provide all natural dog and cat food products. Regular animal
food is very detrimental for the animal diet. I have a book through Focus on Growth.
Lynette
---------------------------------------------------------------From: billnmar@ucinet.com
Two of my German Shepherds had problems with scratching and itching. The Vets did not have any suggestions; one even gave a
cortisone shot, which helped briefly, but we all know the dangers in that. I discovered through processes of elimination that my dogs
were allergic to some ingredients in their food, mostly corn and corn-based products, and wheat. After changing to a lamb/rice with rice

flour kibble, the itching ceased. I would also suggest giving only Pi Water to drink and bathing or sponging the affected areas with pi
Water.
---------------------------------------------------------------From: MagnasticLife@aol.com
My daughter recently adopted a small 4-month stray puppy (mutt) from the animal shelter. After having him treated for hook/round
worms and mange, she asked me to dog sit for 4 days. I puppy-proofed my home expecting him to be the usual puppy handful...he wasn't.
He was so lethargic that I could not coax him to even a minute of play.... it was pathetic. He was not interested in anything except sleep
and he had been like that since she got him. I started him on Nikken dog nutrients, magnetic water and took him to bed so he could
experience the magnets and far-infrared. The next morning I could tell he was feeling better. I was stunned to later find him curled up on
my bed in the only spot where the magnetic mattress was exposed. I cannot figure out how he got there as there is no way he could have
jumped up that high. Maybe he crawled... (or maybe his "dog-angel" put him there) anyway, I could tell he wanted to stay, so I put a back
flex under his favorite daytime place to sleep, so he could get magnetized some more. By the second day, he was a new dog...energetic
and playful. My daughter couldn't believe the change. I just visited him today and it felt good to see how he trashed her home, tearing up
stuff and playing with everything. Thanks to Nikken he is now a "real" puppy.
Eve Alexander
---------------------------------------------------------------From: ETPUETIU@aol.com
In my practice I have used a combination of both liver and joint very successfully and the addition of the pet pad have created some
tremendous results. In general I have used the 25# 50# and 75# break down to make it simple. Joint for over 25# 1 cap twice daily, over
50# 2 twice daily and over 75# 2 3 times daily. The doses for under 25 I will fudge around 1 once to twice daily. The Liver is up to 25# 1
cap, up to 75# 2 caps and over 75# 3 caps. I have used both of these on cats with some success too. The combined products always work
better and are successful the majority of times used. ALWAYS work with your veterinary team! It is good to educate them and make
them aware of what the picture of health care your pet is receiving. Good luck and keep the energy flowing. The Pi Mag water will be an
interesting addition and make things exciting.
Erik Tysklind DVM - Indianapolis IN
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: concept3@jps.net
I have been giving my 65 lb. dog one joint per day and have seen wonderful results! She had knee surgery on her right knee, then a year
later blew out her left knee. No surgery on the left. She's been on the pet bed for about two years. I would say the pet bed helped her to
about 75-80% and the addition of the joint compound has her at about 95-98%. She runs hard with my horse, and now out skiing with
us..... Don't be afraid about giving one to a smaller dog, as a very large dose can be tolerated. Some people are taking upwards of 12 per
day.....it is a natural substance found in the body and has no toxic qualities, even in large amounts.
Deanne Del Vecchio
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: mart@idirect.com
I have two cats loving the mattress and I have to push them off my seat each day when I come home. My 9yr old cat was NOT friendly at
all and no one knew I had a second cat because she always hid when anyone came over. She would not let me brush her or even pet her.
Over a few months I started to see a change in her attitude and people started to say "Oh you have two cats, I never knew." She seems
happier and more at ease. She would fight with Deece a lot and run and jump when a came close. But now she is like another cat. My
other cat, is 15yrs old, has stiff hind legs and could not jump up on the sofa and when I picked her up she would cry....I started giving her
Joint/CM ever second day and I have seen a big difference. She has a thyroid problem and has to take three pills a day and when I don't
give her the meds she is real sick.(throws up) I have cut back on her meds a little and she is just fine, but I have not been back to the vet to
see if her levels are fine too. She also sleeps on the mattress and chair when Smokey lets her. They both love the Pimag water. They go
only to the Pimag bowl and not to the tap water now.
My gerbils have half a sleep system haah, they sleep over the small cut pieces of the magsteps. At the beginning, i moved the pieces
around to see if they would move with them and they did, until finally I put it right in the middle of their tank (glass) and they even made
their nest right in the middle of the tank. (gerbils prefer corners for their house) They have Pimag water in their tank too and they seem to
be a little more active and friendly, they come when I call them, they didn't before... (smarter??????) Don't know. :)
My last pet story is my nieces horses she has 11 of them. When she goes out to the field to rub one of them with the magboy (stomach
problems) they all come running even when she hides it......go figure. They push each other to get close to the magboy. She would love a
blanket not enough money. One of the vets in her area is involved with Nikken too. Uses the products on goats, cows and horse of course.
Martha Cranley
----------------------------------------------------------------

From: Bevcmagnetlady@aol.com
I have had good results with the "joint" #1514 I use a knife and squirt it on my Maltese's (Barney) food every morning. I know it is
helping him, because he can lift his leg to take care of his business when he gets it. If I miss giving it to him for 2 days, he cannot lift his
leg (he tries, but just cannot do it). I tried just the pet joint #1422 when it first came out and without the #1514 it was not enough.
Barney is 13 years old. He has the pet bed, the mini comforter, and 2 mini magnets in a pet bandanna around his neck. Prior to these
Nikken products, he was on sulfur approximately one week out of six for his colitis (which was throwing up and passing mucus). After
magnets, his need for sulfur has been one or two days every four to six months. He also has a heart murmur, and when he gets excited, he
starts coughing, I wrap the mini comforter around him and hold my back flex on his chest and stomach. This helps him to calm down and
stop coughing.
Beverly Crandell
---------------------------------------------------------------From: dpowell52@attbi.com
We took Mini summer comforters and made them into an animal blanket for our dog, Cinders. She's a Schnauser/Poodle mix (a
"Schnoodle") and gets a close hair cut. We put an elastic band across chest on one end and another with a Velcro closure across the belly.
She wears them at night or during cold days and has frayed the edges of the blankets to the point where my wife recently enclosed the
original blankets into new cotton material cover, quilted them together and replaced the attachments.
---------------------------------------------------------------From: hssantef@mtu.edu
I wish my dogs could tell you how they love the products. I have working German Shepherd search and rescue dogs. People's lives
depend on them being in excellent condition in order to do their job. Due to their athletic life style, (couch potatoes they aren't!) they can
suffer the same 'wearing out' which people do. My 10 year old, Lucky started showing a good deal of tenderness and stiffness after even
minor workouts last year. When she chased her beloved tennis ball, she looked like a stick figure with no fluidity to her gait. Since going
on Joint and sleeping on her Pet pad (my husband got tired of being 'pushed off' his Kenkopad, so she got her own, she moves like she is 6
again. She is forever harassing the young dog Alex - something she hadn't done for the past 2 years.
Alex had some surgery 4 years ago, which didn't go well. He developed an ulcer, which continued to worsen until I put a Mini-Mag on it.
In a matter of hours healing began. This prompted me to tell a friend who had recently had a leg amputated and after 2 or 3 months there
was no healing - put magnets on it and by the end of the week healing was well on the way. The biggest problem is that the dogs no
longer want to be petted, they want me to use the Magboys on them whenever I sit down! My dogs deserve Nikken!
---------------------------------------------------------------From: alternacareintl@hotmail.com
With the fabulous results my father received with Nikkens products, we purchased a kenko petpad for our beloved Byron, a 4 year old,
Boxer-Staffordshire mix. He was suffering with post surgical discomfort and arthritis from his hips and knees, as well as redness and
itchiness on his skin, ears and feet. Prior to the petpad, I was spending $40 dollars per month (wholesale) on pain meds and nutritional
supplements, bathing him 1-3 times weekly, to ensure his comfort and health. One month later, we no longer had to continue the pain and
allergy medications, and in addition, we only had to bathe him when he smelled like a dog. His sensitivity to allergies had all but
disappeared!!
The experience with our Byron, made us realize the incredible health and wellness enhancements that come with harnessing the natural
power of our mother earth. Since there is no "placebo effect" in animals...one may witness first hand the simplicity and effectiveness of
these products. We have seen nothing but positive results with every living being that has experienced these cutting edge technologies!
Neville and Catherine (Catherine is a holistic vet - http://www.5pillars.com/410586800/)
---------------------------------------------------------------From: candyeve@gte.net
I have a 9 year old cat with a thyroid condition. KitC was lethargic, nauseous, not able to eat much at all, and losing weight fast. The first
Western Medicine vet gave her medication with possible side effects: NAUSEA and LETHARGY???? The cat got even worse and was
now really sick! She tried a second medication, the only other one available, she said. This made KITC deathly sick. She was so thin, by
then, that she didn't have much leeway for anymore weight loss. Both drugs cause her symptoms to get worse. KitC was going to die. I
was told that the only other treatment, was to give her nuclear medicine, that would lock KITC up in a facility for weeks without
visitation, and at her poor stage of health she had only a 25% chance of survival. I said "NO!"
I found a holistic vet, that was also a NIKKEN Wellness Consultant. Dr. Catherine Watten gave me a general wellness set of holistic
products that included, small amounts of NIKKEN Digestion, Liver Support, Nikken Multi-Vits and Minerals, NIKKEN Pet vitamins
and we added KELP from the health food stores. We opened all the capsules mixed and ground them all together, and sprinkled some in
her food, every time she ate. She eats about three times per day.

It has been almost nine months. My cat has gained weight. She is bright-eyed, active and most of all happy! Does she still have the
disease? Probably, but we are controlling it, in a healthy non-invasive manner, with NO side effects. I love this company!!!!
Candy Eve
---------------------------------------------------------------From: gherghetta@ozemail.com.au
My sister Susanne James had spent +ACQ-2000 on vet treatment on her dog Atlas - a young beautiful puppy that grew too fast and had
crumbly joints. The vet strongly suggested puppy heaven. Sue borrowed a magboy from a couple that had bought Nikken to Australia.
Atlas went outside rubbed his shoulder raw. Now 1yr later sleeping on a Kenko car seat and regular magboying he is a normal healthy
dog along with her other 2 dogs. Sue gave me some steps. About a couple of weeks after grudgingly wearing the steps I no longer have
any pain in my hips. Persevere everyone the results are (dare I say) miraculous. I thank God every for this wonderful opportunity. Fond
regards
Marie from Western Australia
---------------------------------------------------------------From: sgjames@yahoo.com
My beginning story with Nikken began because I have a young dog I love to bits who developed a disease that saw his shoulder joints
crumbling because of poor blood supply. Spent heaps on vet treatment with disappointing results and it was time to make a heart breaking
decision. I was lent a Magboy and within two weeks he was jumping and leaping, where before he couldn't scratch himself without
yelping, or walk without groaning. He sleeps on a Kenkoseat (don't have pet pads in Oz yet) and Magstrides off cuts in his collar. My two
elderly dogs (17yrs old) act like pups with the same Nikken care and all dogs are off medication. We don't have Pi Water in Oz, but I tape
a Super Mini under their water bowls.
I had a shoulder problem requiring injections for relief and due surgery - gone. My son has a curved spine problem, with discomfort that
was debilitating - he's a welder, constantly stressing his back. The Magstrides and Elastomag belt solved that. With my daughter breathing problem and allergies. Necklace and Magsteps, has cut her inhalers use by 95%. She lives in England and the cold air can still
on occasion cause her some breathlessness. My husband - is a long distance traveler who found resting impossible because of pins and
needles in his hands and arms. Now he sleeps the flight away and arrives rested and ready to do business.
Sue James from Perth, Western Australia.
---------------------------------------------------------------From: sundance@vianet.on.ca
Some time ago, I read a testimonial about pets who become very agitated when there is thunder, fireworks or gunshots. Our dog Marika
would become so agitated, we were concerned she would have a heart attack when it was thundering. On our first of July celebrations
with Deerhurst resort 1 mile away putting on a 30 minute fireworks display, we would have to crank up our stereo to try and block out
some of the sounds of the fireworks but she would still be "VERY" frightened. Thanks to a suggestion, the other night, it was lightening
and thunderstorms were predicted. Marika always wears a bandana around her neck, so I took another, opened it fully, put 3 regular minis
from corner to diagonal corner, she's a large dog. Next I folded the bandana in half from the opposite corners and started folding it until it
was a band about 2 inches wide. The minis were secure inside with no danger of them falling out. The thunder storm hit with a vengeance
about 4am but she remained calm. She just came into our bedroom and quietly lay on the floor beside the bed.
Previously, we'd have to get out of bed, hug her and talk calmly to her to try and settle her but without success. Never before, have we had
a dog so sensitive to thunder. The suggestion was for using the necklace or minis. My necklace is on loan but the bandana is now prepared
and ready for any more storms. It worked better than we could have hoped. Thanks to Nikken, even our pets can be helped with some
fears and no one ends up sleep deprived.
Barb and Wayne - Huntsville, Ontario Canada
---------------------------------------------------------------From: rekawilliams@juno.com
I have a 15 year old Cat that has cystitis, that I wanted to share my experience with you. I put the far-infrared headband around hertummy,
but it was too big, as long as she wore it, no symptoms but it kept falling off - so I put on her a Kenkotherm black knee wrap in size large,
she weighs 7 pounds, and it was a perfect fit. It has been 5 weeks since her last symptoms appeared and 5 weeks that she has worn the
knee wrap. Coincidence? I think not! She has had no other treatment other than the Kenkotherm Knee Wrap, Optimized PiMag water, her
regular food, and her Pet Pad and she is back to running around playing like a kitten and feeling like her "old self".
Kathy
---------------------------------------------------------------From: BBruceblack@aol.com

Over the past 4-5 months she has had a very bad problem with body odor and rash on her belly. Our Vet was convinced it was a
foodallergy to wheat products, we changed food but this did not help. The vet prescribed pregnazone this worked but I don't want her on
this drug. While Bill was here I bottled about 10 gallons of PiMag water. We have been giving the dog this water since Saturday. Today
our dog has no odor or rash on her belly. The only change was the water!
---------------------------------------------------------------From: gisele@viaccess.net
A few years ago I had a Rotweiller with hip dysplasia. When she was first diagnosed she was put on pain medication and glucosamine. I
purchased the pet pad and she immediately claimed it as her own, refusing to let the other dogs use it. After a couple of weeks I took her
off the pain medication and she did fine with glucosamine and the pet pad. I now have another large dog with a hip problem and he has
claimed the pet pad. He sleeps on it every night. He too is on glucosamine, but because he seems to have more severe problems I also give
him a coated aspirin each evening with his food.
Jan
---------------------------------------------------------------From: jalawson@networksplus.net
The pet pads are Wonderful!!! I had a Yorkie who also had to have the knee surgery-both of them. It wasn't until after the surgeries that I
was introduced to NIKKEN. Anyway, Punkin used to limp, and gimp a lot when the weather was damp, cold---the usual weather that
affects arthritis sufferers.....I got a pet pad for her...laid it at one end of the couch, and of course animals are good at going to what is good
for them. After using the pet pad--all the time, she stopped limping and gimping with weather changes. I have several pet pads now,
scattered around so the Yorkies can lay on them. I bought 2 of the crib size pet pads, had them cut in half by a seamstress, so one half is
by the computer, as they follow me wherever I go. And they really like them!! Also have the small beds for them and I have demo size
comforters in them.
And, I have a 12 year old German Shepherd, female, weighs 94 pounds (not fat, just big) and she has hip dysplasia. She had a VERY
difficult time getting up from laying down--same thing - weather changes - put her on the large pet pad and it has been a blessing.
Otherwise all you can do is give them drugs, or aspirin and I prefer not to do that, if there is a natural way to heal, or treat. I would not be
able to pick her up if she ever got down and couldn't get up at all. Pet pads are great!!! I'm involved with Yorkshire terrier Rescue also. If
anyone is interested in donating any old used pillows, demo comforters, minis, or even the pads for demo with the magcreator, (can be cut
to size and covered) any of the far infrared products that are used but 'not used' would be appreciated. These animals in Rescue come from
the worst of the worst, have had no medical care, usually lose all their teeth and have a lot of health issues. Any questions or would like to
donate items no longer used, or just to donate, can contact Judy at beemking@aol.com. The web site is www.YTMAR.com , which will
have information concerning this Rescue Organization. It is nonprofit under the 501 Federal regulation and is licensed in the state of
Missouri.
Judy Lawson
---------------------------------------------------------------From: CathyVek@aol.com
We have a relative that cannot come to our home because he is allergic to our dog. After about 30 minutes, he starts to sneeze and his
eyes get red and swollen. The last time he was here, as usual, he started to sneeze. I put the PalmMag on high speed and placed it on the
kitchen table right in front of where he was sitting. He never sneezed again. His eyes never swelled and now he can come here and stay
the whole evening! Amazing!
Cathy
---------------------------------------------------------------From: AESloman@aol.com
One week ago I noticed my 10 month old cat couldn't walk. He was dragging his back end. I rushed him to my vet where x-rays showed
a badly broken leg right by the pelvic joint. More than likely he was kicked by someone or one of our horses. My Vet said we had two
options. One type of surgery or another type of surgery. Either type would run about $500.00. I could not afford that. She told me I
could take him home and cage him for a minimum of 6 weeks, but he would never walk "normal." Well, I borrowed a large cage, my
Pomeranian had to give up her pet pad, and I also put a back flex under the pet pad in the cage. Mind you it has only been 1 week that my
cat has been on the products. Last night I was giving him some attention, as I do every night, and he got up and walked with hardly a
limp. Amazing!
Annette
---------------------------------------------------------------From: dpinnix@wildmail.com
Three years ago on a Friday night at 11 pm a friend called to get a vet's name to put her dog Puck (normally about 65 lbs) to sleep.
Knowing he was only 5 since I helped her get the dog as a puppy, I questioned why. 3 vets, $2,000 in vet bills including a critical care

facility had said kidney failure, no cure, unknown cause, put him down. Lucky for Puck she took him home to die and called me. I took a
pet pad, a Nikken dog coat which they don't make anymore (too bad) a gold necklace and magboy.
He was 19 pounds overweight from retained fluid and could hardly breathe. I put the coat on him and he went right to the pad, I left the
magboy in a spinner (we now have a PalmMag) and told her to spin them over his kidneys and as an afterthought I took off my gold
necklace. By morning the dog had awakened her 4 times to urinate, and I had her call a vet for acupuncture on Monday, but she didn't
think he would live that long. Not only did he live that long on April 12th it will be 3 years and there is nothing wrong with him. Within
less than a month all of his values which were off the chart were normal and he is alive and well and wears Mini's on his collar now.
I also used magsteps and super minis in a colander in my pond and saved the same fish not once but twice in my outside pond. Once she
was outside the pond (neighbors cat) second time too much chlorine (by accident) in water. Another friend's Siamese cat was grumpy all
the time, she put a gold bracelet around her neck she was nice, take it off she was grumpy, put it on she was nice. so she left it on her.
Donna
---------------------------------------------------------------From: durie13@earthlink.net
I adopted a retired racing Greyhound. She was 3 1/2 when we got her. I could not touch her front left shoulder. I put a mini in a gold
bezel and hung it on her collar. I put her on Joint 2 am and 2 pm. I have played with the dose and she has been on 3 (am) per day for
over one year. She is having NO problems. If she did I would up the Joint with NO hesitation. She weighs 66 pounds and Greyhounds
have to be treated differently than other animals. They have no body fat so they are not given the full dose of any drug, anesthesia or
vitamins for their body weight compared to other dogs.
Trudi
---------------------------------------------------------------From: jocelynebeaudoin@videotron.ca
One night I had a cold and I was in bed, coughing no stop. I got out of bed and attached a dozen of socks together with security pins and
used them as a scarf.... My cough stopped within 2 to 3 minutes! I've been using this socks-make-scarf since then and the result is still
astonishing! I also have given some old socks to my sister-in-law so that she can wrap them around her dog's legs who suffers from
allergy and scratches himself until it bleeds. This has also proven very very efficient.
Jocelyne
---------------------------------------------------------------From: deesnikken@hotmail.com
I have a black bear hamster that just loves to snuggle up with his FIR sock and go to sleep. I know it reduces the acidity for his little body
too. That sock would make a great gift to your pet, and s/he won't care if it has a hole in it! What a great way to "recycle!"
Esther-Elaine
---------------------------------------------------------------From: dpinnix@wildmail.com
I have a dog that has seizures, they are mild and seasonal they appear to me to be allergy related although no one has ever diagnosed that
but me. I put the necklace on him for a seizure and he came right out of it. Last night he had one in bed I just reached over and turned my
PalmMag on directly over his brain and with in about 60 seconds he came right out of it relaxed and with in two minutes was up and fine.
Donna
---------------------------------------------------------------From: thecasters@mindspring.com
My husband was visiting a client and learned that their 15 year old dog was not doing well. He had stopped running up and down the
stairs, stopped eating and no longer wagged his tail. The Vet had tried several medications but nothing helped. They purchased a Nikken
pet pad and "Dudley" laid right down on it all the time. In 3 days he was eating, running up and down the stairs and wagging his tail!!
They were excited and very grateful! Quality of life is so important!
A new Wellness Consultant works with dogs and she had one that is older and was very shaky plus he could not lift his leg to do his
business. She used a magboy on him several times a day for 2 days and his shaking stopped plus he could now lift his leg when he went
outside. She took him home and showed his owners. They would not give her back the magboy! The dog is still doing well 2 weeks later
with daily rubbing with the magboy and is running more.
Bonnie
----------------------------------------------------------------

From: sundance@vianet.on.ca
We did an experiment with our cats and dog. We put out four bowls of water, 1 was tap water (lake water), 1 was well water, 1 was
municipal water and the other was PiMag water. 100% of the time, they drank the PiMag water. After the optimizer was released, they
now always drink the optimized water. However, as soon as they started drinking the PiMag water, their coats were healthier, they had
more energy, their eyes were nice and clear and they appeared to generally be better in all ways. Even our budgie birds drink the
optimized water and are good and healthy. Animals appear to instinctively go to what's best for them. When we did the experiment, we
couldn't say to the pets which bowl of water was best for them to drink, but it certainly was interesting observing their choices - always
the Nikken water. Hope your kitten continues to improve.
Regards, Barb and Wayne
---------------------------------------------------------------From: nikken3479@yahoo.com
I did an experiment with my cats. What is amazing now is my indoor cat comes running from where ever she is every time I turn on the
optimizer. Then she sits and waits for a drink of optimized water. Very funny to see. The animals definitely know what is good for
them. We give optimized water to all of our pets and our plants. What a difference.
Sue Fetzner
---------------------------------------------------------------From: maglady@cwnet.com
I have a cousin who had to give up her Kenko Seat to her 3 shelties. She bought a second one for herself as the dogs refused to sleep or
lay on anything else. 3 shelties piled on one kenko seat is really cute! All 3 dogs are 'elderly' for dogs and they walk better, have more
energy and no limping.
Beth
---------------------------------------------------------------From: blennox@sympatico.ca
I had a golden retriever who lost a nail after chasing a deer. When the nail grew in a cancerous growth also formed. For 6 months we tried
bandaging the foot but of course the dog would not keep it on. The vet was afraid to operate on him as he had a bad heart murmur which
later took him. I finally put an elastomag wrist wrap on the bad paw & started soaking it in PiMag water. Within 2 weeks the tumor fell
off. The vet was shocked! If the wrap fell off the dog would retrieve it so it could be replaced. He also would only drink PiMag water &
he loved his vitamins. When he knew it was his time he refused the water only drinking from the bird bath or a puddle & didn't want his
vitamins or wrap anymore. He really was a Nikken dog.
---------------------------------------------------------------From: dgoldsmith@cox.net
We duct taped four 1-inch trimmings of Magsteps to the underneath side of a 13-year old cat's collar. The cat could only drag itself
around. Within an hour it got up and walked across the room. Several hours later it bounded down 4 steps to go outside (it hadn't been
out that door in a couple of years). The next day in the afternoon it got up into a window ledge that it hadn't been able to get into for
several years. It lived an active two more years before dieing peacefully.
Dave
---------------------------------------------------------------From: ChristineHHollis@aol.com
Before I started using Nikken Sleep System, one of my cats had a limping problem with his front leg. He limped everywhere he went and
this kept up for a year or more. The vet did not diagnose him with neither arthritis nor any broken bones. The vet said to watch his
condition and if it grew worse he would prescribe a medication for him. When I got my Sleep System, the cat started sleeping on it, too.
Within days he quit limping and he has not limped since. That's been 4 years ago! Not only was I helped by using the sleep system but
both my cats love sleeping on it. Of course, they drink nothing but PiMag Water, too.
Christine
---------------------------------------------------------------From: buchele.vernon@gmx.net
During my daily run I found a bird sitting in the middle of the road. When I picked it up its head tipped over and it seemed to be dying - I
noticed a head injury, a dent in the scull and a bunch of feathers missing. I brought it home and put it in a shoebox. I put a pair of insoles
(magsteps) under the shoebox and the palm mag running full blast right behind the box. My wife gave a little bowl with some optimized
pi water in it.

This was at 3 pm. Like an hour later there seemed to be life coming back into the bird - it slowly started moving a bit. Around suppertime
it jumped out of the box – but we put it back in. Around 8 pm the bird flew away...
Horst + Ursula Büchele - www.5pillars.com/buchele
---------------------------------------------------------------From: azoito@yahoo.com
My Yorkie developed an allergy. As a result she starting to chew at her hide. She pulled out the hair and developed a patch of raw skin
which became infected with sores. I started putting CM CREAM on the infected area. Within a couple of days, the sores were healed and
the hair started to grow back. It was AMAZING!
Anne Zoito
---------------------------------------------------------------From: magnetic@ulster.net
My cat came in the house limping heavily. I took her to the vet who thought she had a broken bone in her foot. The vet thought my cat
would be in the house for 2-3 weeks. I used the PalmMag on her 3 times a day, she slept on the pet pad. She also had acupuncture and
was doing homeopathic remedies the vet made up for her. Now about 10 days later, she's running around, and I can barely tell the
difference between her hurt foot and the other ones. I love these products!
Karen
---------------------------------------------------------------From: ybhurtn@5pillars.com (forwarded from Dennis Williams)
I had to pass this on to you. Deborah and her husband Ginto are great Nikken friends of ours in Minnesota. I cannot believe what this
dog looks like today. Wow, I don't have any other words.
Amy Theisen
Several of you have asked for the Jacqueline, one of our dogs, and the Nikken technologies story. Jacqueline is a Black Labrador and
Rottwieler cross, a large dog who is now 17 years old. A few years ago when Nikken came into my life and I was learning to walk again,
it was Jacqueline who adapted immediately to wearing a skijoring harness and by pulling she gave me the extra energy that I needed to
walk again. We hiked and ran together before than became walkers. She just knew how to love and to be a support to me.
This following is not a medical claim. It is the beautiful story of love and putting the body in the best environment for it to recover. Now
was my turn to love and support Jacqueline with her physical challenges. I have included photos.
Jacqueline has 4 pet pads double thick and double covered to make 2 pads. She drinks PiMag Optimized water. Daily she consumes the
Nikken pet nutritionals, Nikken human Nuti-Technologies: women's formula, joint, liver and immunity. She has worn the elastomag
headband under her collar. She eats organic dog food.
• In February of 2003, Jacqueline had a large mass on the side of her face. It felt like a muscle mass. It did not hurt her when we
touch it or moved it. It increased from nothing to the size of a tennis ball in about 30 days. The veterinarian said that it was a
very fast growing tumor. It could not be removed as it would mean cutting away the side of her face and upper lip. At her old
age , the recommendation was to love her, enjoy her and to know that this was probably a tumor that would end her life. We also
consulted with my sister and her husband who are both veterinarians, specializing in dogs and have know Jacqueline her entire
life. They concurred that there this mass was tissue and blood vessels, but no nerves thus it did not cause her pain.
• By March the tumor burst through the skin and continued to grow. It drained continuously and pulled her lip away from her
mouth so she had a flow of thick fluid also draining from inside her mouth. Her life became a mission of cleaning herself. She
continued to eat and her tail was always waging. We are now also using the PalmMag. She remains comfortable.
• In May, the tumor covered the entire side of her face. The gap was 1 1/2 inch between her upper lip and her lower lip. When
she bumped her face or rubbed her face, it would hemorrhage. Now there is a mass developing in her neck. Wearing the
headband appears to be uncomfortable so we remove it. She is taking short walks around our property with a burst of a little run
once in a while. She is starting to lose her sight and hearing.
• This photo shows the tumor - taken mid May.
• Also note that do to all the drainage, we washed her pet pad covers daily. On this morning the demo pak was sitting in the
laundry room as I was washing the comforter cover. Since her pet pads were gone for washing in our other washing machine,
she pulled down the demo pak and laid on it. She wanted her pet pads all the time.
• By October, the tumor in her neck was very large extending from her jaw bone to her shoulder bone. The tumor on her face had
now grown over the top of her face. Her left eye was completely covered. She could only see shadows out of her right eye. Her
hearing was very poor. She walked slowly ~ still with a wag of her tail. She bumped into the doors or walls. Her tumor
produced a very strong odor.

•

•

•

•
•

The arrival of the AirWellness Power 5 ~ being product launch hosts we received our Air Wellness early and moved it from our
bedroom at night to the kitchen/dining area during the day. Jacqueline spent most of her time on her pet pad in the kitchen. I had
moved my office to the kitchen table during the past few months so that I could be closer to her. I noticed that about every half
hour she would get up and walk to the AirWellness Power 5 and stand in front of it. I believed that she could sense the negative
ion energy and enjoyed it. We live in a rural area in Minnesota with a river and lots of trees. The house was now closed up due
to the cold temperatures of Fall.
Two and a half weeks after the arrival of the AirWellness Power 5 on a Thursday evening, I noticed that there was very little
drainage from her tumor that day and that I could see the upper part of her eye socket again. I blessed her good night and went to
bed. The next morning, we could see the slit of her eye and there was no drainage. The tumor was shrinking and a pinkish skin
was forming over what had been an open sore.
Five days later, both tumors had decreased by 80%, she could see again, her hearing was improving and she was outside playing
with our other dog. Black skin was starting to form over the pink skin and the last scabs were falling off. She is still visiting
the AirWellness machine.
Now 10 days later and you can see by these photos, that she has a major recovery. Her lips touch again. The remaining lump is
gone from her neck. She is playing outside for 2 to 3 hours a day.
Saturday, she walked 3 miles with us. We had a blast!

Jacqueline is a testimony to the importance of a Wellness Home. It is not one product; it is every technology working together that kept
her alive and fairly comfortable. It is the addition of the AirWellness Power 5 that moved her into recovery. We are most grateful for the
amazing technologies and products that Nikken provides for us and everyone to own ~ to be responsible for one's wellness!
In~Joy and Peace! Deborah (Ginto & Deborah Naujokas)

---------------------------------------------------------------From: delby.powell@comcast.net

I have a miniature Schnauzer/poodle mix. She is now going on 6 years. Since she joined our family at 10 weeks, she has slept "on
magnets" and using one of the mini blankets as a dog blanket, worn an FIR at night. As a pup, she would not go to bed at night unless on
our mattress pad. Often under the comforter where she will sleep without moving until morning. Gizmo our cat likes the magnets and
sleeps under the comforter & likes the Nikken nutritionals for animals. Our cat, Ashes, has nothing to do with any of it... except the FIR.
Sleeps on it, cranky if its "not available."
Del
---------------------------------------------------------------From: greg@healthmakeswealth.com
Last Saturday, my wife and I attended a party just a couple of blocks away and took our two Golden Retrievers, Captain and Caneel so
that they could play with all the children while we visited with the adults. Captain (our male) is large for a Golden and weighs around 110
pounds. We left the party after about an hour or so and walked home.
During the two-block walk, Captain seemed tired and sat several times. He's a young dog and in great shape so it seemed a bit odd, but we
just figured the kids had really tired. The next day, Sunday, my wife and I left for a five day vacation to Jamaica.
When we returned the following Friday, we learned that Captain had been at the Vet's since Tuesday. We have a very dear friend who
takes care of our dogs while we are away, and she related to us that he was having difficulty getting in and out of his dog door on
Monday. On Tuesday, he couldn't walk at all. He had lost the use of his rear legs and was in a lot of pain.
Our vet x-rayed Captain and discovered a bulging disc at his L5. She confined Captain to a kennel and put him on a regimen of
Prednisone and Deramaxx. We suspect that he had been injured while playing with the kids at the party.
Saturday morning we were able to take Captain home and when we arrived at the veterinarian's office, he was sitting peacefully in his
kennel. Unfortunately, he still couldn't walk. If I would support him with my hands underneath his belly, just forward of his rear
haunches, he would take tentative steps. But as soon as I released my hands, he would collapse.
Our vet told us that he was unresponsive to the medication and because of the bulging disc, she was going to call the University of
Veterinary Medicine at Auburn (about a 4 hour drive from our home) to schedule a consultation and surgery first thing Monday morning.
I carried Captain out of the office and placed our "gentle giant" into the back of our Ford Explorer. When we arrived home, I took him
outside to his "sand box" and then carried him back inside, where I placed him on his dog bed. We placed one of our four PalmMags next
to his hip, plugged it in, and after wrapping it in a towel to dampen the noise, turned it up to full speed.
Forty-five minutes later, Captain stood, and WALKED about 20 feet to the entrance of our garage! While he couldn't yet step down the 5inch level into the garage, his progress was nothing short of miraculous. I laced my hands under Captain's tummy and supported him as
we walked through the door and out to our yard. To get back inside, I had to support his rear quarters, and helped him to his bed and
placed the PalmMag next to his hip
For the next two nights, Captain (and Caneel) and I slept in our downstairs guest room. Like our master bedroom, the guest bed has a
Dream Sleep System. Captain slept on the bed with me, (I helped him up) the PalmMag whirring by his side all night long.
Sunday morning, Captain made it all the way from the bed to the garage floor, then through the door I opened for him to the yard, but
couldn't make it back inside without assistance. Sunday night, he made it outside on his own, back into the garage, but couldn't navigate
the 5 inch step up from the garage into the house.
Monday morning he was walking around our entire ground floor, even taking a little hop to make it up several 5 inch levels we have. Or
vet called about eight that morning and when I told her that Captain was walking around our entire ground floor, she was speechless. She
told me that she was amazed that he was up and about, especially since the medication had had no effect after almost 5 days. I told her
just a little about the PalmMag, and promised to bring it by later that day so she could see it.
My wife is a flight attendant and was gone from Sunday night to Tuesday afternoon. When she returned home, Caneel AND Captain
trotted out to the garage when they heard the automatic garage door open, and greeted her as she opened her car door. I carried my wife's
suitcase upstairs and shared what I had witnessed about Captain's recovery. While we were standing in her walk-in closet, Captain
appeared by my side. He had just walked up the stairs! We knelt and praised him as though he had just won Best in Show at
Westminster! He had gotten UP the stairs...but we wondered, could he get back down? Yep! He walked down the stairs with the
insouciance that only a dog can muster. WOW! I am happy to report that Captain appears to be back to normal.
Yesterday, on Pensacola Beach, we celebrated Mardi Gras with a parade as we do each year. I always cook up a big Cajun feast and open
our (Nikken Certified Wellness) home to friends who come to the Beach for the parade. Captain was playing right alongside Caneel, all
day long, and was retrieving his favorite throw-toys from the water with absolutely NO sign of discomfort or paralysis. After around 72
hours of constant PalmMag exposure, Captain has his life back. Probably just a placebo…

Greg
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: leonbates@earthlink.net
My name is James Martin. I breed and show Cornish Rex, Devon Rex, Sphynx and Bengal cats. Over the past several years, I’ve been
facing problems with the cats... upper respiratory infections, ringworm, fading kitten syndrome, etc. I’ve always wanted to get a negative
ion generator and for one reason or another, I’ve never had the money or couldn’t get one. One day, I was talking to a client of mine and
she told me about the Nikken Air Wellness Power5 and I decided to add one to my home.
I had the Cornish Rex mother cat in my bedroom with her two kittens that were about two weeks old. The female kitten had a spot of
ringworm on her tail, but nowhere else. I decided to try the Air Wellness Power5 in that room to see if it would make a difference in the
kittens. The first think I noticed was that when their eyes started to open, there was no problem with sticky eyes. Second, the ringworm
spot on the kitten’s tail was gone in one day and it didn’t spread on her, her brother, her mother or the new mom and kitten that were born
3 weeks later. The new mother, a Devon Rex, had chronic allergies which after only a few days in that room, is now cleared up. The new
kittens have not had any health problems either.
My own personal results have been that I am now able to sleep better and longer at night. Sinus problems have been relieved while I’m at
home. The house always smells nice, which when you raise cats and have people to your home, you don’t want it to smell like a cat. Since
then, I’ve decided to add another Air Wellness Power5 unit and plan to add a couple more.
James Martin
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: mescarff@juno.com
I wanted to share a fantastic experience I had using Nikken products on my dog rather than traditional medicine. I have a Petite Bassett
named Slugger that has a love for garbage if there is any meat in it. Over a year ago he had gotten into turkey skins and ended up with
acute pancreatitis which put him in the hospital on IV's for a week and lots of meds. It cost me $2,400 when I finally took him home
AMA.
Slugger did fine on the PiMag water and lite food at home,,,,, BUT THEN, months later, I wasn't vigilant enough and the rascal got turkey
skin AND BONES and I had a mess on my hands! Vomiting and bloody diarrhea! Instead of rushing him to the vet for the pancreatitis
and bowel problems I kept him off food, gave him PiMag Water and used the Palm Mag on his stomach for several minutes. His energy
was better right away. The next morning I noticed a couple small areas where he had thrown up stomach acid, so I gave him a Tsp of the
Jade Greenzymes to alkalize him and the vomiting stopped. I continued offering the Pi water and using the Palm Mag three times a day. I
gave him two capsules of the Nikken Digestion to help digest what was in his system and move it through. He still was having diarrhea
with blood in it. The third morning Pat gave me some Aloe Vera juice that she had and I gave that to him to heal his digestive tract. I
continued with the greenzymes and Palm Mag.
By that night he was completely well! He was happy and bounding with energy and tearing up the house looking for something to eat! I
also noticed that using the Jade Greenzymes gave him a sweet "puppy" smell to his skin. The chlorophyll is deodorizing.
The next day I fed him lightly and he did fine and has been fine ever since! I can't tell you what it meant to me not to have to put him
through another hospitalization and the trauma of IV's and frequent blood work! These products truly do pay for themselves over and
over.
Mary Scarff, RN - 412-922-6315
---------------------------------------------------------------From: jallen77@socal.rr.com
I've enjoyed my lilly pond with the same goldfish swimming around for over 16 years. Recently, I purchased an item which claimed to
make the water even cleaner. Within 2 days of putting in the "Pond Pad" the water was murky & by the 3rd day I noticed a number of my
fish floating "dead" on top of the lilly pond. I was devastated. All I could think of was that something in the "Pond Pad" eliminated the
oxygen in the water. I immediately pulled out the "Pond Pad" & started pouring Optimized PiMag Water into my lilly pond.
I have a relatively large pond. I spent about 2-3 hours constantly pouring in the Optimized PiMag water into the pond. As I was doing this
I started to pick up the "dead" fish and although their eyes were glassy and their mouths were not moving, apparently they were just
barely alive. I poured the Optimized water right on top of these dying fish. I then added the special solution that is required whenever new
water is added to ensure the appropriate ecological balance. By the end of the day, ALL of my fish were swimming around and breathing.
Within 3 days, they were ALL healthy; eating & swimming normally in the pond. The murkiness of the water disappeared also and was
clean again. Thank Heavens for Nikken's Optimized PiMag water!
Jan

---------------------------------------------------------------From: terrylc@sbcglobal.net
Our latest rescue is a chow-chow who had been hit by a car before we got him. His leg had been broken, and healed without being set by
a vet. When we got him, he was limping quite a bit. I gave him a glucosamine supplement, and used the PalmMag on him for several
sessions. He no longer has any limp, and when he overdoes it (too much running, or otherwise doing something to stress his leg too
much), another session or two with the Palm Mag does the trick. Note that he gets around quite well and actively, and rarely needs the
PalmMag any more. I'm not a vet, and my dog is very grateful for that, for I had a PalmMag :)
Terry
---------------------------------------------------------------From: warrenv1@alltel.net
Sometimes we don't need a double-blind study to know these products work!! See the picture of the cat!!
Warren
---------------------------------------------------------------From: wemagnify@comcast.net
My Dalmatian was diagnosed with severe hip dysphasia, and was told that without surgery, he would not
be able to walk. I purchased the Nikken "pet pad", and it is now 4 years later, and my dog is still running
and playing at the healthy age of 14 years old!
Cecilia Maida and Max - www.pkdawareness.com
---------------------------------------------------------------From: Kowal59@aol.com
I recently visited my mom in FL. Her 3 yr old Pek-a-Poo dog was suffering with some bites on her stomach (in spite of monthly
'Advantage Plus' treatments). Darla had scratched / bitten herself in several places so her underside was a bit of a mess. I applied PiMag
water (from my portable bottle which had been placed on a 'promo pad') then used the magboy. The area affected looked a lot better
immediately after the 'rollout'; after a few days of this 'treatment', her stomach cleared up! Another 'coincidence'... I think not!
Darla
---------------------------------------------------------------From: fallis@txucom.net
I just had to tell of our miracle, with the PalmMag and our sick cat. We didn't see her, Mimi, the cat, for about 24 hours and this was on
Saturday. When she did come up, she was so congested in her mouth and nose that she could not breathe very much at all, just barely
getting any air. We tried to give her medicine but with so little air coming through, she wouldn't let us even touch her face. Of course, the
vet was closed. I thought surely she'd die through that night. She wouldn't eat or drink and had not for two days. Though we did pray for
her survival, I did not expect it.
That Sunday morning, she was still breathing so I used the Magboy on her head which she'd always liked that. We went to church, Mimi
did not eat nor drink again that day, even with tuna offered. Sunday night, I got the idea to put her in her pet taxi, place the PalmMag
outside the taxi and turn it on, rather low for fear of burning it up from being on all night. The next morning, I walk out, Mimi meows,
first time in 3 days, so I run for the tuna thinking she might eat. I open the taxi door, she stretches, takes a step out the taxi door and eats a
whole half can of tuna before stopping. Did I mention that her face was absolutely clean of congestion.
Gail
---------------------------------------------------------------From: anjost@westval.com
A few weeks ago when I was preparing my morning dose of Greenzymes, my Bengal Cat was mewing incessantly so I decided to take a
dish of PiMag water and stir in a pinch of the Greenzymes for him. He lapped it up like it was milk. Now each morning when I reach for
the jar of Greenzymes he comes racing over for his morning pepper upper too. He used to beg me for spinach each day but has quit since
getting his daily dose of Greenzymes.
Allen
---------------------------------------------------------------From: livinrdream@austin.rr.com
My cat, J.J. eats 1/2 tsp of sprinkled greenzymes on his food every morning and then I spray it with PiMag Water & he LOVES it!

Our dogs, 1 10 yrs. old, the other 6, eat it (1/4 tsp twice daily) on their food every day. They eat their food when the greenzymes are on
top, and they take their time with it when not.
Laura Wedell
---------------------------------------------------------------From: uldall@gwi.net
Pets are great, aren't they? They have no preconceived ideas, no peer pressure, just honest likes/desires and instincts. My cat doesn't beg
for food except on a rare occasion but recently during my AM & PM routine he has set in the bathtub begging. I offered him a "puddle" of
pimag water which he eagerly accepted and even differentiates from puddles of "regular" water that he now avoids. I've wanted him to get
some Zymes as he's indoor only and nothing I've tried to date has worked. He will not accept it in a bowl/plate even now! But as he was
drinking his "puddle" I offered him a spoonful of the Zymes I was mixing and he accepted and drank the entire teaspoon puddle! Now he
asks and drinks with me daily!
Deanna
---------------------------------------------------------------From: maglife2002@yahoo.com
Last year when the Feline Formula was on backorder someone from Distributor Relations told me that another WC had been giving
JGZ to their dog with great results. I hadn't been using the JGZ myself since as a Celiac I cannot consume barley products. I decided to
inquire and was informed that they do not contain gluten so I got some for both myself and the cats. The rest is history. We don’t spend a
day without our JGZ, and they love it. I just sprinkle it on their food. Oliver is 14 and Snowball is 4. Both have incredible coats and are
the most pampered kitties ever adopted from shelters thanks to Nikken.
Liz
---------------------------------------------------------------From: bethwofford@aol.com
My friend has a beloved dog that has developed a seizure disorder in the last few weeks. The vet put him on all sorts of drugs, which
didn't help a bit. He progressed to having several seizures a day, completely with urinary incontinence and vomiting. I drove over with a
dog collar made with pockets for two "card" magnets, complete with the magnets in place. My friend just called and said he can watch
the dog begin seizure activity - licking lips, glazed eyes - but the seizure never materializes and he settles right down again. Not only
that, but his 14-yr-old cat, who has always shunned all dogs, is now lying right next to him pressed up against the collar! Amazing...!
Beth
---------------------------------------------------------------From: investinwellness@bellsouth.net
Rusty is 16 and has no diseases, just the normal deterioration for being 16. He's become a little slow mentally, and of course his hearing
and eyesight are a thing of the past. Blaze is 13, but because her mom was a puppy mill dog, she has had physical problems most of her
life. She has had Congestive Heart Failure and recently has had some kind of neurological problem with seizure-like behavior.
I gave each of them a dropper full of CIAGA. After 2 days I became very aware that they were acting like a couple of teenagers! Rusty
was jumping around trying to play with a toy he couldn't see (meanwhile Blaze had stolen it and run). She is chasing her toy again, just
like the old days! Before she got out of breath walking across the room. It has been so hard watching them go down hill, but CIAGA has
put life back in them.
Bonna
---------------------------------------------------------------From: mullett471@earthlink.net
I have a cocker spaniel who was in a dog fight with another dog. She was so chewed up with a hole in her neck that I thought she wasn't
going to make it and didn't have the money to take her to the vet on a Saturday. I didn't have any pet pads to try so I wrapped my Keno
seat with a plastic garbage bag along with a towel on top and put her on it. She wouldn't eat or drink. Approx 3 hours later she got off the
seat and drank some milk that I offered her. She then returned to the Kenko seat on her own. During the night she got so much better than
she jumped up on my bed with me. She is now back to herself again. All in all it was only about 6 hours at the most that it took for her to
get so much better.
Carol
---------------------------------------------------------------From: be_energized@cablerocket.com

About four months ago my 12 year old Golden Retriever started having sessions of flopping on her side, rigid body motion and flailing
around, foaming at the mouth, and panting. After one of these episodes she would be really scared. Her personality changed to the point I
was convinced she knew something was wrong and only on her walks in the woods did the old Sandy re-appear. She was already on the
pet pad. I did not want her on medication so I cut a strip of fabric from the original vest - the heavy one, hot glued it to her collar and
waited to see what would happen. I witnessed two more sessions that week, both were less violent and she appeared to recover faster. I
have not witnessed one since and her attitude is that of a much less frightened dog. How long this will last I don't know but I figure each
day is a bonus!
Angie
---------------------------------------------------------------From: health2wealth@volcano.net
Our miniature Dachshund woke up one morning last week whimpering and crying every time he moved. He was tilting his head to one
side and he cried out if we tried to pick him up or he tried to move his head. We placed a 5 strip (Magbags) with super minis in it around
his neck and then a FIR headband around his middle and attached it to the Velcro on the strip. This held everything in place. Since we
were traveling, he spent most of the day lying on his Nikken Pet Pad. The next day he voluntarily crawled out of the headband and
seemed to be perfectly well. So we removed the 5 strip - he could lift his head and he acted just like normal! Thanks to the Nikken
products, both of our 12 year old Doxies are healthy and active. They are never sick and the very rare minor challenges of stiff necks and
sore backs are easily overcome with the magnetics.
Susan
------------------------------------------------------------From: beth@bluegrasswellness.com
Elvis had his little world rocked by a house being constructed about 500 yards from the far corner of his pasture. It was so unsettling to
him that he wouldn't eat for a week, he just couldn't eat and fret about the hobgoblins. He was */totally/* stressed about it. I was also
starting to stress about it as I was sure he wouldn't survive the winter acting this way! I decided the magnets were my only possible
solution. I had a single KidStride that I cut into strips and put in my pocket. Then I went through the theatrics involved in catching Elvis,
which involves gathering up ALL things needed to accomplish the task at hand. I was able to catch him and make the changes to his
halter. What I did was tape the KidStride strips to the underside of the crownpiece, put the fleece piece over that and tape the ends of the
fleece so that if the strips come loose, they won't be lost.
By that afternoon, I could see a huge difference in Elvis. To start with the look in his eye was totally relaxed and he actually ate his
"dinner" without any drama. I do have to say that once in a while his demons are stronger than the magnets, but that's okay because if he
misses a meal once in a while it is no big deal. Another change that has occurred is that I can now, 6 times out of 10, walk up to Elvis
while he is eating and pat on him and love on him. Okay, maybe it is only 5 times out of 10, but since I promised him when I retired him
that all he had to do was let me catch him for regular maintenance stuff, I am happy with the current odds! The result of the magnets for
Elvis have made the winter outlook around my neck of the woods a lot cheerier! And I am thrilled!
Beth
------------------------------------------------------------From: lrwillow@earthlink.net
Last week my 23 year old mare developed several problems in her hind legs. She came in from the pasture with a lot of swelling
especially in the right hind leg to above the hock. A lot of hosing, bute and antibiotics started to improve the situation. The following day
she was very lame on her left hind. After hoof testers and palpation, the veterinarian found the problem to be in the pastern area. He
recommended x-rays, but said that stall rest would be necessary for any of the problems he suspected and said I could wait a few days
before x-raying. The minute he left I put the super minis on her legs and the injured pastern, and to my amazement, she was standing her
injured leg 3 hours later and walking soundly. I have ordered more super minis and will see if they control the stocking up problem. The
magnets never cease to amaze me.
------------------------------------------------------------From: djt2205@yahoo.com
My neighbor's golden retriever, Oak has arthritis. He is an old dog but we all love Oak, he is a great dog. I walk every day and my
neighbor jogs, but Oak could no longer keep up. I was asked to take Oak on my 4 to 5 mile walk each day. The first day he was exhausted
after 1.5 miles and had to stop and rest. I eventually had to put Oak in a car and drive him home.
After a couple of months of walking Oak was able to go about 3 miles but he limped and sometimes could not make the full 3 miles. We
had an old seat cushion. We gave it to Oak and it helped. He limped less and if there was a fat squirrel in the park he would give it a
chase. Recently Oak has started to use the dog vitamins and joint. Oak loves them. Which I do not understand because they go from the
palm of my hand to the pit of his stomach in about a millisecond. How he can taste them is beyond me.
Now Oak runs and walks about 8 miles a day. He no longer limps and he makes sure all of the geese and ducks are in the river where they

belong and the squirrels are in the top of the trees. I walk 5 and the other 3 miles Oak does by getting the ducks and geese in the river and
the squirrels in the trees. Oak is slimmer now. The extra exercise has firmed him up and he looks and acts like a young dog. My neighbor
is now taking him jogging again. Thanks Nikken for helping our friend Oak.
Don
------------------------------------------------------------From: JoMark123@aol.com
Cats should be on a dry cat food and then you simply sprinkle GreenZymes over the food, about 1/2 teaspoon per bowl per day. My cats
would never touch the Nikken Cat but they loved the Greenzymes and I've owned about thirty-five cats over the years. Various grasses
are a normal diet of a cat. They use it for a diuretic and a colon cleanse.
Dr. Tom
------------------------------------------------------------From: anjost@westval.com
Sara, I have been feeding my 24 pound muscular Bengal Greenzymes for about a year and a half. Previous I was having much difficulty
with her trying to get outside to eat grass and when she could not constantly was devouring any flowers or plants inside the house. She
used to throw up frequently but since using the Greenzymes has not done so and has stopped trying to escape from the house. I stir 1/8th
teaspoon of the powder into a quarter of a cup of water when I take mine in the morning. When Chandler hears the cap from the
Greenzyme jar open or if I holler, "GREENZYMES" she comes running. If I happen to forget hers she will loudly meow until I put hers
on the floor.
Allen N. Jost - Naples Florida - (239)417-1984
------------------------------------------------------------From: dawnm866@aol.com
I have multiple cats that are both inside and outside at their pleasure. Two do not want to venture outside except possible twice a year.
When I began using the GreenZymes, one of the indoor only cats would meow until I would pour the remnants in my glass into a dish for
her. I then started sprinkling a 1/2 teaspoon of GreenZymes into about a tablespoon of Pi water in a very small dish and giving that to her
every morning. Her sister who does not venture outside either started trying to drink it so I have given them each their own small dish. If I
use too much water they will not finish it all. They are both much more active and very healthy since starting on this daily ritual. The
other cats that go outside come over and sniff the mixture and then turn away showing no interest.
Dawn Meland
------------------------------------------------------------From: sandgrams@verizon.net
My cat Samantha started her Jade GreenZymes regimen by drinking a portion of my drink. I now sprinkle the JGZ in her dry food. Since
starting that she will not eat her dry food unless I have remembered to add the JGZ. Samantha is an indoor cat but adding this wonderful
nutrient to any cat's diet can only be good. Samantha is approximately 11 years old now and her energy, playfulness and shiny coat speak
to her good health!
Sandi Phelps - 703-461-7876 -- 703-371-3592 -- 1-888-217-2889
------------------------------------------------------------From: bobalou@wynman.com
Our good friend, Erik Johnson, has watched Lou & me guzzling gallons of PiMag Living Water since 2000 and has never taken the idea
that this "special water" can hydrate living cells better than any known fluid seriously enough to acquire a unit for his own use ... a sevenyear skeptic!
This year, a stray cat showed up at his camper north of Lake Tahoe and adopted Erik. They've gotten along very nicely ever since and
she's now the quintessential Camper Cat. She drinks very little water and when Erik first visited us with the cat, Lou offered her some
PiMag Living Water, as she does for any guest to our Wellness Home. The cat immediately lapped up an entire cup of the water!
Since then, the cat refuses the water Erik provides for her and waits 'til he again visits us & gorges herself on the PiMag Water. This has
happened for several months and continues to amaze Erik, so he's been drinking PiMag Living Water when he visits us & notices that it's
very unusual behavior for him, since he hardly ever drinks water otherwise. Because of his cat, Erik purchased an Aqua Pour unit and has
constructed a special place for it in his camper so that he and the Camper Cat can have the planet's finest water full time!
Dr. Bob - www.wynman.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------From: medconserv1@aol.com

I show standard wire dachshunds. One of my dogs had a shoulder injury that would create lameness when put under the pressure of the
show ring. I finally finished her Championship this last month by applying the new biaxial power mag and then the kenkowave to her
shoulder 20 minutes before going in the ring. She is now a champion and best of all is completely pain free at home. Great products!!!
---------------------------------------------------------------From: dpinnix@wildmail.com
Many years ago I had a friend's dog not require surgery simply with the Pet Pad, but now I, as well as a friend have had results with
OsteoDenx and Jade GreenZymes. Both seem top have great discomfort and inflammation of some sort and no desire to get up and run
around. We put both (mine 35 lbs and her dog is 55/60 lb) on one OsteoDenx a day along with a teaspoon of barley grass as a source of
calcium. Both improved within a very few days. For the last month I've been traveling to various places and my mother has been keeping
my dogs. I didn't want her to have to remember all I was doing so he has been off for a month. His shaking (from pain) and lack of
willingness to jump up on things lets me know (I didn't doubt it at all) the OsteoDenx/Jade GreenZymes were working and I won't take
him off again. Nikken says it is not intended for animal use, but Dr. Naidu said he was giving it to his dog and if his dog can take it, mine
can too!
Donna
---------------------------------------------------------------From: shudawg@bigskyind.com
My wife adopted a handicapped cat from the web out of California, We live in Spokane, Washington. She had it fedexed. I took it to the
vet before bringing it home. The vet said it had a stroke and as a result the back half of the cat was non-functional. He said that’s typical
for cats and strokes. Then he went on to say" Oh buy the way it’s going blind also. Did I forget to mention I knew nothing about this cat
coming?! Well my wife and daughter come home to my surprise and let it out of the case and it preceded to go across the floor dragging
its whole rear end across the carpet. I just said ok lets get the crib ready. So she put a diaper on it. We put a pet pad in the crib; put the
body energizer under the crib on the floor, put some water in a bowl and went to bed. Next morning noticed it wasn't drinking water so we
got a syringe and forced water down it. By the end of that day you couldn't keep it away from the water. After 3 ½ days she was walking
on three legs. And after about a week and a half she was walking on all for legs. Oh and I forgot I put a sports bracelet around her neck
and the cloudy eyes went away and she sees fine. That was 14 months ago.
Ray Shulund
---------------------------------------------------------------From: rx4healthnwealth@yahoo.com
Two friends have dogs with arthritic hips. One dog is a Samoyed, the other is a German Sheppard. Neither has a petpad but I did
recommend it. The Samoyed responds well to the PalmMag running on it's pad while it rests in the evening. This owner is sure the
PalmMag is the reason her Samoyed is walking better even at 14. The joint helped too but was too expensive to continue for this larger
dog. The German Sheppard's owner could not afford the PalmMag and opted for the magboy on a wand. The owner faithfully runs the
magboy up and down the spine and over the rump and hip areas for 15 minutes once in the AM and once before bedtime. He is still
amazed after 2 years at the improvement in his dog's gait and energy.
Kris
---------------------------------------------------------------From: welns4u2@ptd.net
We talked with a relatives about their Cocker Spaniel who for many years was having seizures. The owners put 2 Sports Bracelet
together as a necklace around the dogs neck. Since February the dog has had no seizures. Wow! Do you think these products work? This
couple knows another dog with seizures they shared their story with their owner and guess what 2 bracelets around that dogs neck and no
seizures. You see we are not selling product we are offering and sharing a gift of health with those people or animals we love who are
hurting
Elaine Mathews - 717-575-8495 - www.mynikken.net/elaine
---------------------------------------------------------------From: gambells@aol.com
My sister and brother-in-law raise Samoyeds, and always have six to twelve dogs in their kennels. When I go to visit, I am always greeted
with a white wall of fuzzy enthusiasm as I try to get through the doorway. I have used the Magboys for several years as part of my
business as an energy healer/ Reiki person. People are always appreciative of the relaxation they experience. I decided to try it on the
dogs. On my next visit, I arrived with the Magboys poised ready in one hand. As each large fuzzy head came forward, I rubbed the
Magboys over the top of the head, around the muzzle, and down teach side of the head. The first dog disappeared and the next one took its
place. I repeated this process six times, as that was the greeting committee that day. As I finally came up the stairs into the living room
area, I was astonished to see all six dogs now in various stages of relaxation on the rug. It was a fun thing to observe!
Linda Bradford-Gambell

---------------------------------------------------------------From: www.wcdigest.com
My husband was visiting a client and learned that their 15 year old dog was not doing well. He had stopped running up and down the
stairs, stopped eating and no longer wagged his tail. The Vet had tried several medications but nothing helped. They purchased a Nikken
pet pad and "Dudley" laid right down on it all the time. In 3 days he was eating, running up and down the stairs and wagging his tail!!
They were excited and very grateful! Quality of life is so important!
Bonnie
---------------------------------------------------------------From: www.wcdigest.com
I just had to tell of our miracle, with the PowerMag and our sick cat. We didn't see her, Mimi, the cat, for about 24 hours and this was on
Saturday. When she did come up, she was so congested in her mouth and nose that she could not breathe very much at all, just barely
getting any air. We tried to give her medicine but with so little air coming through, she wouldn't let us even touch her face. Of course, the
vet was closed. I thought surely she'd die through that night. She wouldn't eat or drink and had not for two days. Though we did pray for
her survival, I did not expect it. That Sunday morning, she was still breathing so I used the Magboy on her head which she'd always liked
that. We went to church, Mimi did not eat nor drink again that day, even with tuna offered. Sunday night, I got the idea to put her in her
pet taxi, place the PowerMag outside the taxi and turn it on, rather low for fear of burning it up from being on all night. The next morning,
I walk out, Mimi meows, first time in 3 days, so I run for the tuna thinking she might eat. I open the taxi door, she stretches, takes a step
out the taxi door and eats a whole half can of tuna before stopping. Did I mention that her face was absolutely clean of congestion.
Gail
---------------------------------------------------------------From: http://www.wcdigest.com/index.html
My dog, Happy, came to us from the pound (maybe 3-5 months old) several years ago. Wasn't afraid of anything until she was surrounded
by a "ball of fire" that came into the house during an electrical storm. Afterward she was stung by yellow jackets; then was hit by a car.
The head injury, paralysis and seizures were extensive. We used Magsteps clippings in her bedding, Kenko Flex and PowerChip during
therapy, Magboy to help her swallow and giving Jade GreenZymes by dropper to help her recover. Since the vets didn't have anything
else to offer, I read testimonials from others and learned The Emotion Code by Dr Brad Nelson, and practiced it on Happy. I used the
MagCreator to release the trapped negative emotions and have seen a huge difference in Happy's response to thunder and lightning.
Another thing she does without my guidance is stand next to the Air Wellness Traveler (something about those negative ions).
Pat

Ankle Testimonials (updated 5-10-10)
(These testimonials are not endorsed by Nikken. They are from people like you and me. We make NO MEDICAL CLAIMS -- and we
do not claim to heal or cure)
From: KenBerger@att.net
Just a note of caution when dealing with swollen ankles: they are sometimes merely a symptom or component of a serious condition,
such as Congestive Heart Failure. I believe it is important for people with this symptom/condition to make sure they are evaluated
medically to make sure it is not something potentially life-threatening.
Kenneth Berger, RPh
---------------------------------------------------------------From: magnetic@ulster.net
I was out pruning an overgrown bush that had grown over my driveway. We've had lots of rain and my driveway has grown ruts in it.
The pruning from the bush covered the ruts, and when I stepped back, I twisted my ankle and knee pretty badly. I went inside and
rubbed CM cream on my knee and ankle. Then I used the PalmMag for about 15 minutes over each area. My ankle stopped bothering
me, but my knee still felt a little strange.
I taped a super-mini over the spot that hurt, and put a far- infrared knee wrap over it. My knee, hip and ankle felt out of alignment, so
I put on my CardioSox and CardioStrides and went for a mile and a half walk. I knew that the CardioStrides help to align our bodies.
I came back home and felt terrific. That was this morning. I'm still wearing the super mini and far-infrared wrap, but everything is
feeling fine. Our products are amazing.
Karen
---------------------------------------------------------------From: SLLNZ@aol.com
I have a friend who has been an avid marathon runner for many years. He was involved in a bad motorcycle accident in March of last
year. He sustained a complicated fracture of his ankle. Three weeks later, the x-rays taken at his orthopedic surgeon's office still
showed a non-union of the fracture. The doctor recommended that he have surgery, since he's a runner and the fracture line showed no
signs of healing after 3 weeks.
My friend was hoping to avoid surgery due to the long recovery time he would face, and asked to wait a few more weeks before going
ahead with surgery. He was told to come back in 2 weeks, but to be prepared for surgery as the doctor didn't expect any change in his
condition in that amount of time.
I persuaded him to use a super mini over the fracture site until his next appt., even though he was quite skeptical about the use of
magnets. He placed the supermini right over the fracture site and kept it in place 24/7. At his 2 week follow -up appt., the x-rays
showed significant healing at the fracture site, so surgery was no longer necessary. He continued to use the supermini and 2 weeks
after that, was able to remove the brace and begin using a stationary bike for training.
He started running again a few weeks later and just 6 months after the accident, ran a marathon. He beat his finish time of the
previous year at that particular event, setting a new personal best record! His doctor was amazed at his progress. My friend says he is
fully recovered now and believes in the power of magnets.
---------------------------------------------------------------From: sorkennwellness@optonline.net
My friend has a collapsed foot and ankle, along with neuropathy, owing to diabetes. She has been wearing the Elastomag ankle wraps
for years and swears by them. Recently, her ankle has deteriorated more, and she purchased a KenkoWave. It decreases the swelling
and pain, and she feels great relief, saying it was worth every penny.
Susan
---------------------------------------------------------------From: beawinner@ix.netcom.com
I got a call from a friend who refused to try ANY magnets and said bring what ever you have for my tendonitis - I can't get out of this
chair. So I took an Elastomag Ankle Wrap. The next morning I get a call - "I can move my toes." The following morning he's in the
kitchen making breakfast - he's walking! This friend of mine is 6'4" and 220 lbs. Not sure that's important but one little Elastomag
Ankle Wrap had him walking in 2 days.
Evalyn

---------------------------------------------------------------From: sorkennwellness@optonline.net
A customer who bought a sport bracelet from me couldn't wait to tell me the following story. Several years ago she'd hurt her knee
seriously, and she plays softball but has endured great discomfort. She decided to try the bracelet on the ankle of the leg whose knee
was sore, and, miraculously, the knee discomfort disappeared. She was amazed, but I wasn't. The Nikken products are amazing.
Susan

